GPS coordinates at flagged points (white box near point):

1. north-side parking off Potters Rd
   Lat.42°59'07.4"N, Long.85°19'03.2"W.
2. south-side parking off Montcalm Ave
   Lat.42°57'06.2"N, Long.85°18'38.7"W.
3. east-side parking off Marble Rd SW
   Lat.42°57'28.1"N, Long.85°16'23.4"W.
**RULES**

**Posted, Signs and Designated Areas:**
- "Posted" or "properly signed on the ground" means signs posted by DNR, providing a reasonable notice of location, boundary, trail, route, area, rule or warning, particular use or activity.
- "Designated" means listed in official documents, and then signed or posted designating the use.
- "Permit" or "proper written permission" means DNR-issued written permit or permission for a specific activity.

**Exceptions:** lawful hunting and trapping, and DNR approved game-calling devices when hunting.

**Examples:** races, contests, tournaments, rides, GPS events, scavenger hunts, etc. Note: this does not apply to public hunting.

**Unlawful:** any activity involving, directly or indirectly, an attempt-to-conduct any activity requiring a permit.

**It is unlawful to:**
- Do not use or possess a beverage container (beer, wine, liquor, etc.) on any State land; except lawful blinds/stands or lawful camp sites.
- Use all weapons safely!
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**Rules for Fire, Trash, Alcohol, and Glass:**

**Access, Parking, and Motor Vehicle Related:**
- "Motorized vehicle" means any device which can transport person(s) or property using an energy source (fuel, gasoline, gas) other than wind or muscle-power; a bicycle is muscle-powered.
- "Motor vehicle" means any wheeled conveyance on public or private land or water or any other type of motor vehicle that travels on a roadway, using the power of a motor, or in a vehicle design and cross-country use without a road or trail, on natural terrain (land, snow, ice, marsh, swampland, water, etc.), which includes: typical "all-terrain vehicle" (ATV); motor-bike, motor-cycle; any number of wheels or tracks attached to an amphibious or friction-cushioned vehicle; or any other motor vehicle transport but excluding: law enforcement emergency vehicles, personal vehicles, registered snowmobile or aircraft; farming, construction or logging vehicles when used in those named functions.

**Designated "open to the public" road, trail, parking lot, lands, etc., or in an area posted by DN LRR EEGGGMMIIIIINNNDDEERRSS  OOFF  SSTTAATTEE  LLAANNDD  RRUULLEESS  FFOORR  SSTTAATTEE  WWIILLDDIIFFEE  //  GGAAMMEE  AARREEAASS**.

**Persons exempt from rules**
- "Public Hunting" means public use for hunting with all appropriate required specific rules for hunting and trapping.

**Do Not Interrupt Public Land Use or -Unlawfully Use Public Resources:**
- "Unlawful to enter, use, or occupy any areas posted as ‘no hunting, no camp sites’ or lawfully set ice shacks.

**Rules for Dogs, Pets, Horses and Riding Animals, etc.:**

**Rules for Boating Related:**
- "Vessel" or "water craft" means any device of that person which they can use anywhere foot travel is allowed - and not considered a vehicle.

**Beware of thin ice areas.**

**Hunting Related:** "Public Hunting" means public use for hunting with all appropriate required licenses, in correct season, safety conditions, etc. There are many detailed specific rules for hunting.

**Access, Parking, and Motor Vehicle Related:**
- "Motorized vehicle" means any device which can transport person(s) or property using an energy source (fuel, gasoline, gas) other than wind or muscle-power; a bicycle is muscle-powered.

**Unlawful to:**
- Use or possess a beverage container (beer, wine, liquor, etc.) on any State land; except lawful blinds/stands or lawful camp sites.
- Use all weapons safely!

**Riding Animals** means horses, cattle, sheep, goats, swine, mules, or other large animal.

**Riding animal** means any animal driven on State land, except on roads open to motor vehicles; on DNR designated horse/rall/track or bridle paths; in designated campgrounds for animal use; and/or on any State forest land not posted closed to such use or entry. See other equestrian rules for details.

**Target Shooting:**
- Target shoot in appropriate areas. State shooting ranges have specific rules.
- Unsafe to target shoot at anything except paper, cardboard, clay, or one created for target shooting.
- Unsafe to target shoot at an explosive or incendiary object, or fireworks. Use all weapons safely!